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A comprehensive collection of DIY & Trade products:

Adhesives • Cleaners • Coatings • Concrete Additives • Sealers • Timber Care • Waterproofers
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Please Note: 200L products available by special order only.
Universal Bonding Agent

Australian made since 1951, this versatile Bonding & Sealing agent has developed and improved for your building and renovating needs.

The result is one of the strongest high solids bonding agents on the market. Our exclusive resin additive ensures maximum bonding every time. It’s so strong there is little need to hack, chip or acid etch the surface before bonding.

Sizes Available:
250ml, 500ml, 1L, 2L, 4L, 15L, 20L & 200L

Scan for application details & further information.

Get our BondCrete Coverage Calculator, available FREE for all mobile devices.

bondall.com
Permanent Waterproofer

Bondall Silasec when added with cement is a unique concentrated waterproofer which forms a permanent waterproof barrier on masonry and concrete surfaces. It is capable of resisting hydrostatic pressure from both sides and can be applied in wet conditions.

Sizes Available:
1L, 2L, 4L, 20L & 200L

IDEAL FOR
- Fish ponds
- Weeping surfaces
- Concrete water tanks
- Septic tanks
- Retaining walls
- Concrete floors
- Waterproofing admix
- Renders above/below ground level
- Potable drinking water

FEATURES
- Forms a permanent waterproofing barrier
- Waterproofs cement repair putty
- Can be used on above or below ground applications
- Can be used on interior or exterior applications

For total immersion in water.
**HYDROCRETE**

Bondall HydroCrete is a water-resistant bonding and sealing agent. It provides outstanding resistance to hydrolysis and is a perfect admixture for concrete and cement mortars.

Sizes available: 1L & 4L

**DAMPCOURSE**

Bondall damp course is a cement additive designed to use with mortar for laying. The use of this admixture helps to prevent the capillary movement of water up a masonry wall above the mortar level.

Available in Clear or Dark.

Sizes available: 4L & 15L

**PLASTICISER**

Bondall Plasticiser as an additive when mixed with a cement mortar allows greater workability and can be used as a partial or complete replacement for lime at a fraction of the cost.

Sizes available: 4L & 15L
Monocel Range use advanced nanoZ™ technology (which harnesses the energy of Invisible Zinc) it helps protect your timber from the harmful effects of UV light exposure.

Affordable and easy to use, these timber products are ideal for interior and covered exterior use.

Featuring the highest level of protection, ideal for extreme protection and marine applications.

Perfect for achieving a realistic timber look and a super easy primer for the perfect preparation.

For lasting timber finishes. Do it once, do it properly!
Clear Timber Varnish

A high-performance, easy to use marine grade clear finish for the ultimate protection of timber surfaces in Australia’s harsh exterior environment. Incorporating advanced nanoZ™ technology specifically to combat the effects of UV light exposure. Monocel Gold Clear Timber Varnish provides the highest level of protection to preserve the colour and texture of interior and exterior timber surfaces.

IDEAL FOR
- Marine trims
- Harsh exterior conditions
- External doors
- Outdoor furniture
- Timber panelling
- Architraves
- Most timber surfaces

Available Sizes: 500ml, 1L, 4L & 300g Aerosol
Gloss Levels: Satin & Gloss

Stain & Varnish

A superior, easy to use marine grade timber finish combining a stain and varnish for the ultimate protection of your timber surfaces in Australia’s harsh environment. It provides maximum exterior durability and colour retention utilising advanced nanoZ™ technology. Monocel Gold Stain & Varnish provides the highest level of protection for both interior and exterior woodwork, furniture, panelling and timber projects.

IDEAL FOR
- Plywood
- Timber furniture
- Timber panelling
- Timber architraves
- Most dressed timber surfaces

Available Sizes: 500ml, 1L & 300g Aerosol
Colours: Jarrah, Cedar, Golden Oak & Teak
**Decking Oil**

Bondall Monocel Decking Oil is a high performance, UV enhanced, naturally pigmented enriching oil finish providing maximum exterior durability for timber decking. The formulation protects timber from exterior conditions, highlighting the natural beauty and extending the life of your timber decking, patio or porch.

**IDEAL FOR**
- Timber Decking

**Available Sizes:** 4L & 10L

---

**3 SIMPLE STEPS**

1. **Preparation:**
   - Low
   - High
   - Medium
   - Very High

2. **Application:**
   - Low
   - High
   - Medium
   - Very High

3. **Drying:**
   - 24 hours

**TECHNICAL INFO**

- **Coverage:** 1L = 17m² Per Coat
- **Apply:** Min 2 Coats
- **Drying Time:** 24 hours

---

**WATERPROOFING LEVEL**

- Low
- Medium
- High
- Very High

---

**UV PROTECTION LEVEL**

- Low
- Medium
- High
- Very High

---

**Deck Clean**

Bondall Deck Clean is ideal for cleaning and revitalising new and old exterior timber prior to applying oils, stains or other exterior finishes. Easy to use, it cleans, sterilises and rejuvenates grey, weathered and soiled timber; and removes naturally occurring tannins from new timber. It will also remove mould and other contaminants.

**IDEAL FOR**
- All Exterior Timber
  - Decking
  - Steps & Handrails
  - Outdoor Garden Settings
  - BBQ’s
  - Window Frames & Doors
  - Weatherboards
  - Pergolas

**Available Sizes:** 1L & 4L
Clear Timber Varnish

Australia’s own premium quality, clear finish for interior and exterior timber is designed with the harsh Australian climate in mind. Providing good adhesion with superior protection, Monocel features advanced nanoZ™ technology (which harnesses the energy of Invisible Zinc) it helps protect your timber from the harmful effects of UV light exposure.

IDEAL FOR

• Furniture
• Timber panelling
• Architraves
• Most dressed timber
• Plywood
• MDF (just apply 2 coats of Monocel All Purpose Timber Sealer first)

Available Sizes: 250ml, 500ml, 1L, 4L & 300g Aerosol

Gloss Levels: Satin, Gloss & Ultra Gloss

Stain & Varnish

A combined timber stain and varnish for use on most woodwork, timber furniture, and timber panelling. Monocel Stain & Varnish features advanced nanoZ™ technology (Invisible Zinc) - a unique ingredient which helps protect against UV-light exposure, to enhance the durability and gloss retention of interior and exterior timber. For extra protection on furniture and woodwork, overcoat with Monocel Clear Timber Varnish or Monocel Gold for a marine grade finish.

IDEAL FOR

• Plywood
• Timber furniture
• Timber panelling
• Timber architraves
• Most dressed timber surfaces

Available Sizes: 250ml, 500ml, 1L & 300g Aerosol

Colours: Jarrah, Cedar, Baltic Pine & Black

Get our Coverage Calculator, available FREE for Apple and Android devices.
Timber Sealer

All Purpose Timber Sealer is a revolutionary penetrating 100% acrylic sealer. It will seal, bind, protect and is a water repellent for most timber surfaces. It is designed for subsequent top-coating and is not intended as a permanent coating. Once a surface has been treated with All Purpose Timber Sealer it can be coated with Bondall’s Timber Care Range. The penetrating properties of the product make it ideal for sealing timber surfaces.

IDEAL FOR
- Untreated timber
- Doors
- Cladding
- Skirting boards
- Windows
- MDF boards

Available Sizes: 1L & 4L

Drying Time: 1-3 hours
Apply: Min 2 Coats
Coverage: 1L = 10m² Per Coat
UV PROTECTION LEVEL
Low Medium High Very High

Furniture Oil

Bondall Furniture Oil has been designed to preserve and maintain the natural look of outdoor timber furniture such as garden settings, BBQ trolleys and benches. Offering a tough and smooth waterproof coating with a good lustre while highlighting and enriching the natural colour and characteristics of the timber. This high performance product is also incorporated with UV absorbers to protect timber from the harmful effects of UV light exposure.

IDEAL FOR
- Furniture
- Timber panelling
- Architraves

Available Sizes: 500ml, 1L & 500ml trigger pack

bondall.com
Timber Effects

Bondall TimberEffects is a unique WATER BASED, translucent INTERIOR/EXTERIOR coating specially designed for application to timber decking, fibre cement weather boards, MDF skirting boards, Colorbond™ garage doors and laminated cupboard doors to create a natural timber look.

It is based on a revolutionary 100% acrylic resin specially chosen for its excellent exterior durability and film hardness. TimberEffects contains a strong fungicide to protect and preserve.

IDEAL FOR
• Timber
• Fibre Cement*
• MDF *
• Metal *
• Laminate *

*Use with TimberEffects General Purpose Primer.

Available Sizes: 1L & 4L
Colours: Jarrah, Cedar & Natural

Primer (General Purpose)

Bondall TimberEffects GP Primer Sealer is a WATERBASED coating designed for application to fibre cement and similar stable substrates prior to application of Bondall TimberEffects. It is based on a blend of resins specially chosen for their substrate binding characteristics and provides an excellent key for Bondall TimberEffects.

IDEAL FOR
• Fibre Cement
• MDF
• Metal
• Laminate

Available Sizes: 1L & 4L
Timber Bench Top Oil

Bondall Timber Bench Top Oil incorporates natural Tung oil, to revitalize, nourish and waterproof interior timber substrates. Based around traditional oil, it penetrates deeply into the surface leaving a rich, easy to maintain finish that is safe to be in contact with food when the surface dries.

IDEAL FOR
- Chopping boards
- Kitchen bench tops
- Trimmings
- Utensils
- Bowls
- Handles

Available Sizes: 500ml & 1L
A full range of sealers ideally suited for use around the home. No matter what surface you need protected, Total paving and concrete care range has a suitable sealer for the task.

From concrete, cement, and ceramic tiles to limestone and brickwork paving, you’ll find the solution is Bondall.

Keep your natural stone finishes like the day you moved in.

Visit Bondall’s Virtual Home.
Natural Finish Sealer

Bondall Natural Finish Sealer is a revolutionary, penetrating, film forming water based sealer. Enhancing the natural tone of the surface without discolouring the substrate. Natural Finish Sealers durable film will provide strong stain and abrasion resistance.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS:**
- Water resistant
- Seals, binds and protects most masonry surfaces
- Assists with reducing efflorescence
- Resists algal and fungal growth
- Enhances natural colour of surface
- For horizontal and vertical surfaces
- Interior and exterior use

**IDEAL FOR**
- Sealing concrete
- Clay
- Natural stone
- Brickwork
- Large format paving
- Reconstituted limestone pavers

Available Sizes: 2L, 5L, 15L, 20L & 5L Pump Pack

---

Paving & Concrete Sealer

Bondall Paving & Concrete Sealer is a hard wearing, water based clear finish. It will provide excellent protection from staining and soiling and it is extremely trafficable. Bondall Paving & Concrete Sealer will dust proof, stabilize and enhance the natural colour of the substrate.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS:**
- Hard wearing
- Dust proofs
- Enhances natural colour of surfaces
- Protects from staining and soiling
- Highly trafficable
- Interior and exterior use

**IDEAL FOR**
- Interior paving
- Exterior Paving
- Concrete

* This product is not suitable for use around wet areas e.g. around swimming pools.

Available Sizes: 5L, 1SL & 5L Pump Pack
Limestone & Sandstone Sealer
Bondall Limestone & Sandstone Sealer is clear siloxane sealer designed to seal, bind and repel moisture from natural and reconstituted limestone and sandstone surfaces.

IDEAL FOR
Limestone and sandstone of all types:
• Vertical
• Horizontal
• Natural
• Reconstituted

Available Sizes: 10L

Wet Look Sealer
Bondall Wet Look Sealer is a transparent film forming water based finish, providing a strong resistance against water damage, stains and household chemicals, leaving a high gloss protective film to enhance the natural wet look of concrete and natural stone finishes.

IDEAL FOR
• Slate
• Natural Stone
• Unglazed Terracotta Tiles
• Paving Bricks
• Quarry Tiles
• Natural Decorative Materials

Available Sizes: 5L & 15L
MULTI SURFACE WATERPROOFER

Multi Surface Waterproofer is an effective, all purpose transparent water repellent that penetrates dry, porous, exterior surfaces to form a water repellent barrier.

Sizes available: 1L & 4L

THOMPSONS WATER SEAL

Thompsons Water Seal is a long lasting high performance transparent water repellent that penetrates exterior substrates to form a long lasting barrier against rain damage.

Sizes available: 1L & 5L

THOMPSONS WATER SEAL ULTRA

Thompson’s Water Seal Ultra is a unique high performance transparent water repellent that penetrates exterior brickwork and cement based substrates.

Sizes available: 1L & 5L
Ballistol

Ballistol is an extremely effective and versatile lubricant, with uniquely formulated properties offering its most outstanding feature "universality". Ballistol can lubricate, clean, protect & preserve.

Sizes Available:
200ml, 400ml Aerosols, 50ml Pump Pack and 500ml Pure Oil.

Cleans, Lubricates & Protects

The universal oil, well tried & unequalled.
**Ranex Rust Treatment Process**

Ranex Rustbuster converts rust from a detrimental oxide to a phosphate of iron, thus prolonging the life of the metal and paint.

A fast working rust treatment formulated to convert rust from a detrimental Iron Oxide to a beneficial Phosphate of Iron. Chemically destroying any rust present and leaving the surface in good condition for painting when dry. Ultimately extending the longevity of the surface and any subsequent coatings.

Sizes Available:
250ml, 500ml, 1L, 4L & 20L

Over 50 years experience in the fight against rust

Trusted by the Australian Navy, government departments and automotive, building, fishing, ship building, mining and oil & gas industries.

Scan for more information.
MULTI PURPOSE DEGREASER

Bondall Multi Purpose Degreaser is a powerful, fast working cleaner. It is a concentrated, biodegradable cleaner that removes dirt, grease and oil deposits and most automotive fluids without damaging the surface. Unlike most common degreasers, Bondall Multi Purpose Degreaser is non-caustic and non-solvent based, making it safer for the environment.

Sizes available: 750ml Trigger & 5L

FEATURES

- Concentrated
- Biodegradable
- Cleans without damaging the surface
- Non-caustic & non solvent

IDEAL FOR

- Garage floors
- Driveways
- Paved areas prior to being sealed with Bondall Paving & Concrete Sealer or Bondall Natural Finish Sealer.

EFFLORESCENCE STAIN REMOVER

Efflorescence stain remover is a concentrated acid based product formulated to target the unsightly white stains that appear on brickwork pavers and various other surfaces.

Sizes available: 2L & 5L

FEATURES

- Remove the unsightly white stains

IDEAL FOR

- Brickwork
- Pavers
- Concrete work
- Rammed earth

Scan for more information.
bondall.com
MOSS & MOULD ELIMINATOR

Moss and Mould Eliminator is an effective treatment to destroy moss and mould growths without the use of chlorine or bleach. The water based biocide will omit most porous substrates from microbial activity.

Sizes available: 2L & 5L

BORE & RUST STAIN REMOVER

A strong surface cleaner targeting unsightly signs caused by bore, rust & tannins stains. Without damaging or bleaching the surface.

Sizes available: 750ml spray & 5L
Garage & Factory Floor Protector

Garage and Factory Floor Protector is formulated on a modified polyurethane alkyd resin that provides a tough hard wearing film with good abrasion resistance and excellent durability. Containing Slip Guard an additive which helps reduce the danger of slipping, drying to a pleasant low satin sheen. Suitable for Concrete, Brick, Stone & Timber.

Sizes Available:
2L, 4L & 10L

Available in a variety of colours and tintable bases:
- Granite Grey
- Charcoal
- Rivergum
- Ferric Red
- Forest Green
- Terracotta
- Sandstone
- Chestnut
- Black
- White

*Tint Bases: Deep Base & Extra Deep Base.
*Stock standard colours can be tinted

IDEAL FOR
- Concrete floors
- Warehouse and garage floors
- Driveways
- Paths
- Carports
- Timber decking
- Boat decks

Scan for more information.

bondall.com
Australian Made & Owned

Waterproofing Solutions

Whether you are waterproofing a bathroom prior to tiling or putting in a new fish pond, Bondall's waterproofing solutions will create and maintain the waterproof barrier needed. With our 3 simple step approach, waterproofing has never been easier.

AquaTite Waterproofing Kit
This easy to use waterproofing application kit contains all the tools needed to easily and successfully apply a waterproofing membrane.

Do it properly with Bondall’s waterproofing solutions
AQUATITE

AquaTite has been engineered as a high performing flexible waterproofing membrane. Versatile in its usage AquaTite is ideal for wet areas and remains watertight in permanent immersion.

Sizes available: 1L, 4L & 10L

PONDTITE

PondTite is the perfect solution for waterproofing outdoor masonry surfaces engineered as a tough, easy to clean, seamless membrane with high resistance against algal and fungal growth and won’t harm the delicate environment of the fish.

Sizes available: 1L & 4L
Available in Black, Blue Lagoon, & Limestone.
AQUATITE WATERPROOFING KIT

Waterproofing application kit contains all the tools needed to easily and successfully apply a waterproofing membrane.

POND TITE CLEAR

Bondall PondTite Clear is a brushable product that forms a tough, seamless, waterproof coating for water bearing objects. It is suitable for use on masonry surfaces only. It is environmentally friendly, simple to use and easily washable/cleanable.

Sizes available: 1L & 4L

SHOWERTITE

Bondall ShowerTite is a clear penetrating solution that waterproofs tiles and grout without a slippery film coating. 500ml of ShowerTite is enough cover a standard shower recess.

 Sizes available: 500ml
AQUA PUTTY

AquaPutty is a multi-purpose quick-set waterproofing putty that can be used in a variety of applications.

Bondall AquaPutty repairs practically everything, and can even be applied underwater. AquaPutty stops leakages, connects pipes, repairs radiators and other home appliances, is perfect for boats, auto parts and for many other applications.

Sizes available: 57g

WATERBASED BITUMEN MEMBRANE

Waterbased Bitumen Membrane is a quality general purpose flexible membrane, reinforced with rubber latex to provide flexibility and increased strength.

Sizes available: 1L, 4L & 20L

POLYWEAVE

Bondall Polyweave is a spun laced fabric, textile material composed of staple fibres entangled to form a strong reinforcing fabric. Designed to be used with Bondall AquaTite, PondTite, Water Based Bitumen Membrane or flexible waterproofing membranes.

Sizes available: 10m x 100mm
CORNER TAPE

CornerTape sets a pair of perfectly parallel ultra thin metal tapes into which you apply your silicone. The package also contains a special forming tool which fits the gap between the tapes exactly. CornerTape offers a full system for the application of perfect silicone joints.

PROSTATE AVAILABLE

XS - 5 Metre
S - 5 Metre
M - 5 Metre
L - 5 Metre

ACCESSORIES

• Silicone remover tool
• Residue remover brush
• Preparation wipes
• Caulking gun
• Forming kit & all in one.

‘The all in one Silicone solution’

FEATURES

• Portable
• Lightweight
• Accurate to +/-1%
• Features large readable digits
• Battery operated (9 volt)

MOISTURE METER

Easily measure the moisture content of plaster, patching compounds, cement render & timber with this high resolution and quick response meter.

Featuring large readable digits with value hold, low battery indicator & -/+1% accuracy.

POT SEALER

Pot Sealer is the ideal choice for sealing pots after they have been suitably prepared with Bondall Pot & Ornament Cleaner. It will seal, bind, protect and waterproof most pot surfaces while still retaining a clear natural look.

Sizes available: 750ml Trigger

FEATURES

• Seals, Binds & Protects
• Pots retain a clear natural look

Australian Made & Owned

WATERBASED

bondall.com
BOG BUILDERS FILLER

Multi-purpose 2 part gap filler and adhesive for builders and trades people. Builders Bog filler provides a low cost way to fix a large range of materials. It is easy to mix, rapidly sets, and is easily sandable in 15 minutes. It is shrink and slump resistant, and can be coloured with cement tint powders.

Sizes available: 500g & 1kg

IDEAL FOR

- Timber
- MDF
- Concrete
- Brick

BondCrete Coverage Calculator

Get our BondCrete Coverage Calculator, available FREE for all mobile devices.

Monocel Coverage Calculator

Get our Coverage Calculator, available FREE for Apple and Android devices.

View our family of helpful websites:

timbercare.com.au
diysealingsolutions.com.au
tileguard.com.au
acidsolutions.com.au

bondall.com